Spring into Nature
For Mental Health Awareness Week 2021 Time to Change York and St Nicks hosted a “Spring
into Nature” event exploring ways to connect with nature. We were blown away by the huge
range of ideas from panellists and attendees about their favourite ways to connect with nature.
So here, we’d like to share some innovative ways to connect with nature - be it from your
home, within York or beyond - there is something for everyone!

What is Nature Connectedness?
Nature connectedness moves beyond simple exposure and contact to nature. It’s more
about honing a personal relationship with nature and the natural world.
Take a look at our YouTube video which explains about nature connectedness here.
For further information have a look at the Nature Connectedness Research Group,
University of Derby or www.mentalhealth.org.uk

The Green Heart of York: St Nicks
St Nicks is a real hidden gem - 24 acres of unique green space - a mere mile from the city
centre of York! Formerly a rubbish tip, St Nicks became a Local Nature Reserve in 2004 and
is managed with the help of many great volunteers, for the benefit of both wildlife and visitors.
The St Nicks Environment Centre is the central hub for a huge range of events, projects and
services. They also offer Ecotherapy through a variety of group activities which are
underpinned by one-to one mentoring support. Groups that run throughout the year include:

Bearing Fruit, Discover Nature, Nordic Walking, Art-based Creative Writing, Words from the
Wild and Plot to Plate.

“At St Nicks we know that connecting with nature helps both people and their
environment thrive, including by supporting good mental wellbeing. More and
more people are finding out how much they can gain from connecting with
nature. There are so many different ways to do this, whether as part of one of
our activities, at home, with friends or even in the workplace. Increased nature
connection can also inspire us to take action to protect the natural work, so
there really are benefits all round.”
- Esther Smith, Charity Support Manager, St Nicks

If you want to find out more you can sign up to the St Nicks newsletter. And, if you fancy a
walk around the nature reserve, you can find a map here.

Exploring York on foot
Our beautiful city has lots of places to explore, and the city of
York has produced some excellent free downloadable walking
routes/maps, such as Explore York and Countryside Walks.
Check out the little hints and tips along the way to connect with
nature!
York boasts an impressive range of habitats and landscapes parks, forests, strays, ings, lakes, moors and more - if you’re
keen to explore these and see what wildlife is on offer then this
Wildlife Walks Booklet is a great place to start!
Some of our other favourite walking spots:
Heslington Tillmire
Skipwith Common
Allerthorpe Wood
Breeze Knees Garden
Beningbrough River Walk
Moorlands Nature Reserve
There’s also walking groups, running groups, organisations and apps to get you out and
about:
Get your boots on
York Health Walks
Invisible walking tours
University of York Outdoors Society
Fairy trail by the Foss (via Facebook)
Meetup
Runtalk run (via Instagram)
Goodgym
Move the masses

Wild swimming
Wild swimmers may want to look at Outdoor Swimming
Society or Wildswimming.co.uk. And you could try Mapsme to
find routes and swimming spots! If you use Facebook there
are also wild swimming groups such as Wild Swimming
Yorkshire
and
York
Swimmers.
There is an interesting piece about some of the legalities of
swimming in the rivers of York at Living Well With Water
Network Gathering – My Castle Gateway.

Cycling in York
Once voted the third most popular city for cycling (Possibly because it’s so nice and flat!), York
is a very cycle-friendly city and has an extensive network of cycle paths and cycle lanes
including a solar system cycle route so you could cycle all the way to Pluto! If you’re a
seasoned cyclist or just starting out, there is something for everyone. York bike belles are a
great organisation providing support and have lots of resources, including a list of the best
routes to go in different seasons, and what things in nature you’re likely to spot on your ride.

Green Spaces in York

Whether you want to go for a stroll, run, or find a quiet space to read and reflect, there are lots
of places to explore:
York and Beyond: Gardens and Green Spaces
Yorkshire Wildlife Trust, Nature Reserves
Parks, gardens and open spaces directory

Other useful groups and organisations
If you’re keen to find new ways to connect with nature to boost your mental wellbeing but don’t
want to go it alone, here are some other groups and organisations which could be useful:
Growing Green Spaces
Menfulness- Yorkey Dads
York Mind
Healthwatch York
Wellbeing in the Woods at Make It Wild
Edible York

Citizen Science
You can also connect with nature from your own home, and contribute to nationwide science
projects and surveys, including bird cams, butterfly counts and identifying whale calls!
Zooniverse is a great place to start, and you may also want to check out the Garden Birdwatch
and Big Butterfly Count.

A final note
This is not an exhaustive list but we hope you’ve found this helpful
and are feeling inspired and empowered to find new ways to
connect with nature!
Be curious, throw away any expectations and find something
that works for you - any connection is unique, worthy,
helpful.

……...........................................................................................................................................
If you want to get involved with Time to Change York and keep track of all our upcoming events
you can check our webpage here. And you can also find us @TTCYork on twitter!

